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Abstract

Institutions affect prospects for economic growth and development.
In this paper a condition on the primitives determines whether an
economy supports markets. Agents differ in land holdings, skill, and
power. A competitive market assigns land efficiently to the skilled,
not necessarily to the powerful. Therefore a market allocation needs
to be stable with respect to coalitional expropriation. More equally
distributed power and higher congruence of land and power favor stable
markets. In a dynamic setting, we identify conditions that ascertain
whether markets are stable forever, or alternate with expropriation
in a limit cycle, decreasing efficiency and amplifying macroeconomic
fluctuations.
Keywords: Expropriation, consistent set, inequality, volatility.
JEL: O17, D70, C71.

1 Introduction

The quality of institutions interferes with the ability of markets to success-
fully assign scarce goods to individuals who can put them to their most pro-
ductive use. Hence, institutions determine prospects for economic growth
and development, as has been noted by North (1991) and a corresponding
literature. Indeed, there appears to be some empirical support for this hy-
pothesis, see e.g. Acemoglu et al. (2001) and Engerman and Sokoloff (2002).
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Much of the existing literature on institutions and growth explicitly mod-
els particular institutions, such as elections, specialists for violence, or con-
tract enforcement. The correct set of institutions to be included in a model
is, however, not obvious. Enforcement of property rights, for instance, has
been observed under a variety of political institutions (relative stability of
property rights under the dictatorships in South Korea and Chile are cases
in point). Mulligan et al. (2004) do not observe any systematic economic
or social policy differences between democracies and (non-communist) non-
democracies across countries over the years 1960-90. Moreover, institutions
may reinforce or cancel each other’s effect on the economic allocation.

Therefore this paper departs from the usual approach and replaces po-
tentially complex interactions of different institutions by a condition on the
primitives determining whether a society supports market allocations. That
is, the focus is on stability of outcomes rather than specific institutions.
Hence, the precise nature of interactions between different institutions of
political, social, legal or economic kind need not be modeled. We are fur-
ther interested in the dynamic behavior of an economy when distributional
concerns and expropriation constrain the economic interaction. This is par-
ticular relevant when one seeks to explain macroeconomic phenomena such
as output volatility, institutional or election cycles, or poverty traps.

To address these issues we use a simple dynamic model of overlapping
generations. Agents differ in land holdings, skill, and power. Skill refers
to the individual productivity with land, and power to the extent to which
individuals contribute to enforce particular land assignments. Power may
be thought of as physical power, wealth, or status. The underlying economic
problem consists in whether land is assigned to the skilled, which maximizes
surplus, or to the powerful. Outcomes need to be stable with respect to ex-
propriation by coalitions. Feasible allocations contain the competitive land
market allocation, and all conceivable redistributions of land to coalitions
of agents, termed coalitional expropriation. A stability property determines
which outcome is reached: an allocation is stable if it is in an appropriate
version of the largest consistent set (introduced by Chwe, 1994).1

It turns out that among coalitional expropriations the one assigning all
land to the most powerful agents in the economy dominates all others. Ver-

1Also Acemoglu et al. (2008) use a version of the largest consistent set. In contrast

to this paper they focus on a noncooperative foundation and abstract from production,

evolution of power, and Condorcet cycles.
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sions of this assignment mechanism are well-known in the literature, e.g. the
equilibria in the jungle Piccione and Rubinstein (2007), the pillage game
(Jordan, 2006, Polemarchakis and Rowat, 2007), or the dog bone economy
in Sattinger (1993). Stability of competitive markets in a given period is
favored by more equal power endowment distributions, and implied by suf-
ficient congruence of land and power.

In the long run two distinct patterns can emerge. The first is sustainable
markets, when spot markets for land are stable in every period. The second
is a limit cycle, when stable markets alternate with unstable markets in
regular intervals. Under limit cycles efficient assignment of land on markets
contains the seed of its own undoing; the resulting redistribution of power
enables coalitional expropriation in the next period. Limit cycles permit
both persistent elites and social mobility depending on the distribution of
rents through the market. More equal initial period power distributions
increase the strength of market supporters and facilitate stability of markets.
This in turn leads to higher and less volatile output. Likewise, less mismatch
between supply and demand on the land market favors sustainable markets.

The model is consistent with a number of empirical observations such as
the behavior of growth rate volatility in Berg et al. (2008) and its relation
to social conflict in Rodrik (1999), and with the emergence of the landed
gentry as described by Rajan and Zingales (2003). The dependence on ini-
tial distributions of power resembles the findings of Engerman and Sokoloff
(2006). Acemoglu et al. (2007) find that their measure of inequality of po-
litical power is negatively related to economic development.

This paper is related to the field of institutional development. In this lit-
erature institutions are typically understood as the degree of property rights
enforcement or extension of the suffrage in conjunction with specific political
institutions.2 This paper abstracts from modeling any specific institution,
however, and exclusively relies on stability of economic allocations. More
recently it has been emphasized, for instance by Acemoglu and Robinson
(2008) and Rajan (2007), that institutions shaping the economic allocation
are not equivalent to political institutions. They focus on the persistence
of powerful elites shaping the economic allocation in order to seize rents.
Though our model can encompass persistent elites, its focus is quite an-

2Some contributions following these approaches are e.g. Acemoglu and Robinson

(2000), Acemoglu (2006), Acemoglu et al. (2005), Besley and Persson (2007), Cervellati

et al. (2008), Galor et al. (2008), Gradstein (2004, 2007), Lizzeri and Persico (2004).
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other: the prerequisites for the development of competitive markets.
This contribution is connected to a second field of literature, on stability

of property rights in the presence of rent seeking.3 These papers tend to em-
phasize efficiency losses due to waste of resources used to prepare and fight
conflicts arising when property rights are not enforced. We use a different
approach, in which contracts are enforceable when the subsequent alloca-
tion is supported by sufficiently powerful agents. This stresses allocative
distortions generated by an imperfect match between skill and land.

Finally, this work is linked to a panoply of papers studying the rela-
tionship between inequality and growth, in particularly those focusing on
an institutional channel.4 They argue that inequality affects the choice of
particular political institutions, determining in turn economic efficiency and
prospects for growth. Here low inequality of the power distribution directly
facilitates stability of spot markets. This model thus identifies an institu-
tional channel explaining high macroeconomic volatility of underdeveloped
countries, since markets and expropriation may alternate in a limit cycle.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the static frame-
work, section 3 contains the analysis of the static equilibrium. In section
4 we present the dynamic model, and in sections 5 and 6 our main results.
Section 7 concludes, and all proofs missing in the text are in the appendix.

2 Static Framework

2.1 Agents

The economy is populated by a continuum of agents I, which is a compact
subset of the real line endowed with unit Lebesgue measure. Agents live
for one period only. An agent i ∈ I is fully characterized by the tuple
(θi, λi, ωi), representing productivity θi, land holding λi, and physical power
ωi. An agent is skilled, θi = θH , with exogenous probability s and remains
otherwise or unskilled, θi = θL. Assume that 1 < θL < θH . Skills are
distributed independently. An agent either holds a unit of land, λi = 1,
or not, λi = 0. 5 Aggregate land endowment in the economy is given by

3See for instance Gonzalez (2007), Grossman (1991, 2001, 2004), Hafer (2006), Muthoo

(2004), Tornell (1997).
4See Alesina and Rodrik (1994), Grossman (1994), Persson and Tabellini (1994),

Alesina and Perotti (1996) among others.
5Land can be also interpreted as a capital good that never depreciates and that cannot

be accumulated.
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` 6= s (the case ` = s is a convex combination of the other two and not
enlightening). Let λ0 denote the initial land distribution in a period and
F (ω, λ0) the joint distribution of power and land endowments. We will
frequently use F (ω, 1), respectively F (ω, 0), giving the measure of agents
weaker than ω who are, respectively are not, endowed with land. Assume
that the initial period marginal distribution function with respect to power is
atomless. Lower and upper bounds of the support of the power distribution
are denoted by ω and ω. Agents derive linear utility from consumption.

2.2 Production

The economy produces a single consumption good. This occurs either using
a subsistence technology requiring labor but not land, or using a composite
technology that requires both labor and land. An agent’s labor input is
determined by effort choice ei. Effort choice is not contractible. Provision
of effort ei comes at a utility cost e2

i /2. Using the composite technology
output is given by y = θiei. An agent chooses e to maximize utility

max
ei

θiei − e2
i /2,

and thus e = θi, so that output is yC(θi) = θ2
i generating utility θ2

i /2.
Subsistence output is given by yS = ei, so that an agent’s subsistence income
is yS = 1 generating utility 1/2. Output in the economy therefore depends
on the allocation of land and skill. If skill and land holdings are uncorrelated
aggregate output is given by

y = `(sθ2
H + (1− s)θ2

L) + (1− `).

Since skill is distributed independently of land endowments λ0, redistribut-
ing land endowments to match the skill distribution, for instance through
markets, increases output.

2.3 Timing

The timing of the model is the following:

- at stage 0 agents are born and nature draws types,

- at stage 1 land is assigned to agents,

- at stage 2 production and payoffs take place
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That is, markets open only once, which precludes debt or rental con-
tracts, and expropriation occurs before production. Letting markets and
production open multiple times each period is beyond the present approach.

2.4 Assignment of Land

The main economic concern in the model is the allocation of land among
agents. This paper focuses on whether – given an initial endowment dis-
tribution of power and land – the assignment of land will be based on a
market for spot contracts or occur through coalitional expropriation. On
a spot market agents can contract on exchanges of land for labor, so that
a competitive equilibrium allocation of land and labor is reached. On the
other hand, land may be assigned by coalitional expropriation which may
reach any redistribution of the land endowment among agents.

Spot Market for Land

The production technology implies that given the initial land distribution
there are gains from trade prior to production. Therefore there are prices
in units of the consumption good to ensure that both (θH , 0, .) agents are
willing to buy and (θL, 1, .) agents are willing to sell land. Producing the
required amount of the consumption good requires the buyer to exert labor
effort so that in effect land is exchanged for labor. This is best interpreted
as tenants who work the land until they are able to buy out their landlords.6

Determine now the market outcome. An agent i’s valuation for land is
yC(θi) − yS = (θ2

i − 1)/2. Demand for land at price p is given by agents
with (θ2

i − 1)/2 ≥ p and supply by agents with (θ2
i − 1)/2 ≤ p. Hence, the

market price for land is given by

p =

{
pH = (θ2

H − 1)/2 if s > `

pL = (θ2
L − 1)/2 if s < `

(1)

In the market equilibrium land allocation (λ) all possible matches between
high skill and land are realized. Land is rationed uniformly among indifferent
agents. An agent i obtains payoff

(λi(θi − 1) + 1)2/2− (λi − λ0
i )p,

6Another interpretation is that the buyer pays the price for land in arrears – this

requires enforceability of a relational loan contract between seller and buyer, however.

Note also that perfect capital markets are consistent with the setup.
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where λ0
i denotes land endowment and λi land holding after the market has

taken place. Denote a Walrasian market allocation of land in this economy
by W (λ0) where λ0 is the initial land distribution. W (λ0) is given by an
allocation ((λi)i∈I , p) such that

θi = θH ⇒ λi = 1 if s > `, and

θi = θL ⇒ λi = 0 if s < `, (2)

and an associated market price p given by (1). Agents’ payoffs are completely
determined by the initial land distribution λ0 and measures s and `. Note
that W (λ0) does not pin down a unique land distribution, since agents on the
longer market side are indifferent between buying and selling. All allocations
in W (λ0) are, however, payoff equivalent.

Coalitional Expropriation

As outlined above define coalitional expropriations as any redistribution of
land from the endowment distribution λ0. Land distributions resulting from
coalitional expropriation are required to provide every agent with at most
one unit of land and to have aggregate land `.

In an allocation (λ, e, p) = ((λi, ei)i∈I , 0), where p = 0 as a convention,
resulting from coalitional expropriation, ei = θ2

i if λi = 1 and e = 1 if
λi = 0. In case of coalitional expropriation an exchange of land for labor is
not feasible since land is assigned by expropriation, so that agents’ payoffs
are θ2

i /2 if λi = 1 and 1/2 if λi = 0.

2.5 Feasible Allocations

Allocations of interest are induced by a market or coalitional expropriation.
To sum up define the set of feasible of allocations as follows.

Definition 1 (Feasible Allocations) An allocation (λ, e, p) is feasible if

(i)
∫
i∈I λidi = ` and λi ∈ {0; 1} for all i ∈ I (feasibility),

(ii) ei = θi if λi = 1 and ei = 1 if λi = 0, (incentive compatibility), and

(iii) either p = 0 or it is a Walrasian allocation, i.e. (λ, p) ∈ W (λ0).

Since effort choices fully depend on land allocations we drop effort e when
referring to allocations and only write (λ, p). Definition 1 contains three im-
portant assumptions. First, redistribution does not waste resources. This is
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because we focus on allocative distortions as a consequence of expropriation
rather than on waste. Second, only deterministic redistribution is consid-
ered. When admitting stochastic redistribution the question of enforcing the
outcome arises.7 Third, since effort provision cannot be forced, for instance
due to lack of observability, we consider allocations that result from volun-
tary exchanges of labor for land on a spot market, but we do not consider
allocations requiring gifts, that is labor provision without consideration.

2.6 Solution Concept

This paper identifies allocations that are stable with respect to coalitional
deviations to other feasible allocations. Define first agents’ payoffs by

v(λ0, θi, λi, p) = (λi(θi − 1) + 1)2/2− (λi − λ0
i )p.

In the spirit of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) and Jordan (2006)
define now a dominance relation based on coalitional power as follows.

Definition 2 (Dominance) Allocation (λ, p) dominates allocation (λ′, p′),
that is (λ, p)Â(λ′, p′), if

∫
i∈C ωidi>

∫
i∈C′ ωidi where C ={i∈I :v(λ0

i , θi, λi, p)>

v(λ0
i , θi, λ

′
i, p

′)} and C ′={i∈I :v(λ0
i , θi, λi, p)<v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, p

′)}.

This means that allocation (λ, p) dominates (λ′, p′) if the aggregate power
of strict winners under (λ, p) (coalition C) exceeds the aggregate power of
strict losers under (λ, p) (coalition C ′). C and C ′ are uniquely determined
by the respective allocations. Strict preference is required since winners and
losers may need to communicate and coordinate.8 To familiarize the reader
with the concept suppose (λ, p) = W (λ0) and (λ′, p′) = (λ0, p). If W (λ0) 6=
(λ0, p) competitive allocations dominate the endowment allocation, that is
(λ, p) Â (λ′, p′). This is because C ′ = ∅ as trade is voluntarily, and, since θi

is drawn independently, a positive measure of agents has strict gains from
trade, so that C 6= ∅.

As noted by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) the relation Â may
not be transitive. In our setting indeed both core and stable sets may be
empty. Therefore we use an appropriate version of the largest consistent set
introduced by Chwe (1994). Define now the relation indirect (or farsighted)
dominance for our framework.

7When capital market frictions are sufficiently severe stochastic expropriation may lead

to higher output than assignment by markets (e.g. Gall, 2008, pursues this point).
8Hence, introducing a small but positive coordination cost does not alter the results.
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Definition 3 (Indirect Dominance) Allocation (λ, p) indirectly dominates
allocation (λ′, p′), that is (λ, p) m (λ′, p′), if there exist feasible (λ1, p1),
(λ2, p2), ..., (λm, pm) (where (λ1, p1) = (λ, p) and (λm, pm) = (λ′, p′)) such
that for every j = 2, ..., m (λj−1, pj−1) Â (λj , pj) and (λ1, p1) ⊀ (λj , pj).

That is, for allocation (λ, p) to indirectly dominate allocation (λ′, p′)
there must be a sequence of allocations starting at (λ′, p′), such that each
element in the sequence (i) directly dominates each predecessor if there is
one and (ii) does not dominate the final allocation (λ, p).9 Define consistent
sets accordingly as follows.

Definition 4 (Consistent Set) A set of feasible allocations Y is consis-
tent if (λa, pa)∈Y if and only if for all feasible (λb, pb) with (λb, pb) Â (λa, pa)
there exists (λc, pc) ∈ Y where (λc, pc) m (λb, pb) or (λc, pc) = (λb, pb) such
that (λa, pa) ⊀ (λc, pc). Define the largest consistent set Ȳ as a consistent
set with Y ⊆ Ȳ for all consistent Y .

Consistency requires that any deviation from an allocation a in the con-
sistent set to another allocation b dominating a in turn enables a deviation
to another allocation c that (indirectly) dominates b and is in the consistent
set, but does not dominate a. Intuitively, this postulates that for any devi-
ation from allocations in the consistent set agents anticipate to return to an
allocation in the consistent set not dominating the original allocation. Thus
the deviation is deterred. Ȳ is then the largest set of feasible allocations
that is consistent and therefore encompasses all allocations supportable as
stable outcomes. A particular concern is whether a Walrasian allocation
induced by markets is in the largest consistent set, since this ensures that
once a market is in place any potential deviations can be credibly deterred.
An allocation (λ, p) is stable if it is in the largest consistent set, (λ, p) ∈ Ȳ .

Although the largest consistent set is non-empty under weak conditions
(see Xue, 1997, for a non-emptiness result for uncountable sets of allocations)
existence is not straightforward, since our dominance relation only uses rel-
ative power majority. The next section provides existence and uniqueness
results that enable the dynamic analysis further below.

9In contrast to Chwe (1994) we only demand weak dominance of the final allocation.

Here the dominance relation relies on all winners and losers, and only requires relative

power majority. Therefore requiring strict dominance of the final allocation means that

direct and indirect dominance coincide. Yet a consistent set may not exist in this case.
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3 Static Equilibrium

3.1 Coalitional Expropriation: the Jungle Emerges

Start by defining a cutoff power endowment ω̂ to characterize measure ` of
the most powerful agents:

ω̂ : µ(i ∈ I : ωi > ω̂) = `,

where µ(.) denotes the Lebesgue measure. The cutoff value is well-defined
even if F (ω) has an atom at ω̂. Let (λE , 0) denote a feasible allocation with
λE

i = 1 if ωi > ω̂ and λE
i = 0 if ωi < ω̂. A useful result follows immediately.

Proposition 1 (Expropriation) The allocation (λE , 0) is undominated
by all feasible allocations (λ′, 0). If F (ω) is atomless (λE , 0) is unique a.e.

Proof: Consider a feasible allocation (λ′, 0). Note that v(λ0
i , θi, λ

E
i , 0) >

v(λ0
i , θi, λ

′
i, 0) iff i ∈ C = {i ∈ I : λ′i = 0 ∧ λE

i = 1}, and v(λ0
i , θi, λ

E
i , 0) <

v(λ0, θi, λ
′
i, 0) iff i ∈ C ′ = {i ∈ I : λ′i =1∧λE

i =0}. Hence, (λE , 0) ⊀ (λ′, 0) if
∫

i∈C
ωidi ≥

∫

j∈C′
ωjdj. (3)

Now µ(i ∈ I : λ′i =1∧λE
i =0) = µ(i ∈ I : λ′i =0∧λE

i =1) as both allocations
are feasible. Therefore µ(i ∈ C) = µ(i ∈ C ′). Since λE

i = 1 ⇔ ωi ≥ ω̂ and
λE

i = 0 ⇔ ωi ≤ ω̂, ωi ≥ ωj for all i ∈ C and j ∈ C ′. This implies (3).
Uniqueness a.e. follows immediately from the definition of ω̂. ¤

This means there is a unique land distribution λE not dominated by any
coalitional redistribution. This allocation is characterized by expropriation
of the weak by the strong, that is the economy becomes a jungle. (λE , 0)
will be referred to as allocation under expropriation in the remainder of the
paper. There are several reasons for singling out expropriation among a
continuum of feasible coalitional expropriations. First, expropriation does
not require coordination. Second, it assigns land only by power (contrary
to the market, which assigns land by skill only). Third, it has become a
recurrent theme in the literature under various guises.10

10For instance the equilibria in the jungle (Piccione and Rubinstein, 2007), the pillage

game (Jordan, 2006), and the dog bone economy (Sattinger, 1993).
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3.2 Stable Outcomes in the Static Economy

Let (λM , pM ) ∈ W (λ0) denote a market allocation.

Proposition 2 If (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0), where (λM , pM ) ∈ W (λ0), a spot
market for land is stable, (λM , pM ) ∈ Ȳ . Otherwise only an allocation under
expropriation is stable, Ȳ = (λE , 0).

Proof: Since all elements in W (λ0) are payoff equivalent, it suffices to con-
sider a typical element (λM , pM ) ∈ W (λ0). Three regimes may emerge.
(i) Let (λE , 0) Â (λM , pM ). Then by Proposition 1 allocation (λE , 0) domi-
nates all other allocations implying immediately that Ȳ = (λE , 0).
(ii) Let (λM , pM ) Â (λ, 0) for all feasible (λ, 0). Then trivially Ȳ = W (λ0).
(iii) Let (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0). Suppose there exists (λX , 0) such that (λX , 0) Â
(λM , pM ). By Proposition 1 (λE , 0) Â (λX , 0) and there is a cycle. Denote
by X = {(λ, 0) : (λ, 0) feasible, (λ, 0) Â (λM , pM )} the set of expropriations
that dominate the spot market allocation. The following Lemma ensures
existence of a very useful allocation (λ∗, 0).

Lemma 1 There exists (λ∗, 0) ⊀ (λM , pM ) such that (λ′, 0) Â (λ∗, 0) im-
plies (λM , pM ) Â (λ′, 0).

The lemma follows essentially by continuity in measure the agent space,
see Appendix for the proof. So equipped we now show that Y = (λE , 0) ∪
W (λ0) ∪ (λ∗, 0) is consistent. To do so we have to check that
(a) for all allocations that dominate (λE , 0) (i.e. W (λ0)) the allocation
(λ∗, 0) ⊂ Y (in)directly dominates (λM , pM ) via some (λ′, 0) ∈ X, but
(λE , 0) Â (λ, 0) for all feasible allocations (λ, 0).
(b) For all allocations that dominate (λM , pM ), that is all (λ′, 0) ∈ X, there
exists (λE , 0) ∈ Y , with (λE , 0)m (λ′, 0) but (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0).
(c) For all allocations that dominate (λ∗, 0), that is all (λ′, 0) Â (λ∗, 0), by
Lemma 1 (λM , pM ) Â (λ′, 0). But (λ∗, 0) ⊀ (λM , pM ).
(d) For all (λ′, 0) /∈ Y we have (λE , 0) Â (λ′, 0). This deviation cannot
be deterred by a market outcome since by λ′ 6= λ∗ either (λM , pM )m (λ′, 0)
implying (λM , pM ) Â (λ′, 0), or (λM , pM ) ≺ (λ′, 0) implying that (λM , pM )m
(λ′, 0) does not hold.
Since Y is consistent, whenever W (λ0) ∈ Y , market allocations are in also
in the largest consistent set, that is W (λ0) ⊂ Ȳ . ¤
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Hence, whether spot markets for land are stable, that is whether a society
can support markets depends only on the dominance relation between the
market and the jungle. Determine now conditions for (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0)
using the definition of the domination relation. Two cases arise depending
on the market price for land. Indeed, (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0) if and only if

∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1) + s

∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 0) >

∫ ω

ω̂
ωidF (ωi, 0) if p = pL, (4)

∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1) + (1−s)

∫ ω

ω̂
ωidF (ωi, 1) >

∫ ω

ω̂
ωidF (ωi, 0) if p = pH. (5)

That is, a market allocation is stable if the aggregate power of the win-
ners under markets (LHS) exceeds the one of the losers under markets
(RHS). Indeed, weak agents endowed with land (ωi < ω̂ and λ0

i = 1) al-
ways support markets, since they are expropriated in the jungle. Moreover,
agents that can realize gains from trade support markets. Their identity de-
pends on the market price p. When the land price is low, weak skilled buyers
(θi = θH and λ0

i = 0) obtain rents and support markets, see condition (4).
If the market price is high, all unskilled sellers (θi = θL and λ0

i = 1) obtain
rents on the market and support markets, see condition (5). The RHS of
both conditions captures the power of strong agents not endowed with land
(ωi > ω̂ and λ0

i = 0). They strictly prefer expropriation, since they obtain
land for free in the jungle.

3.3 Properties of the Stable Outcomes

Some observations are worth mentioning at this point. Whether a market is
stable depends on properties of the joint distribution of land and power such
as inequality or correlation. Suppose for instance that landholders are also
the most powerful agents (i.e. λ0

i = 1 ⇔ ωi > ω̂) and land and power are
perfectly correlated. Then the market allocation is a stable outcome (indeed
it is the only one), since the RHS of the appropriate condition (4) or (5) is
zero while some agents have strict gains from trade so that the LHS of the
respective condition is strictly positive.

This extends to more general cases. Formalize the correlation between
land and power by defining indicator variables P (i) = Iωi≥ω̂ returning 1 if
agent i has power ωi ≥ ω̂ and 0 otherwise, and L(i) = λ0

i . Both P and L
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return 1 with probability `.11 The correlation coefficient

ρ =
cov(P,L)√

var(P )var(L)
,

describes congruence of land and power in the endowment distribution. In-
deed sufficient congruence stabilizes markets.

Proposition 3 (Congruence of Land and Power) There exists ε > 0
such that for all ρ ≥ 1− ε a market allocation is the stable outcome.

Proof: Let ε > 0 and set ρ = 1−ε. By definition var(P ) = var(L) = `(1−`).
Thus E[PL] = (1 − ε)`(1 − `) + `2 = `(1 − ε(1 − `)). Then P ∈ {0; 1} and
L ∈ {0; 1} implies Prob(P =L= 1) = `(1− ε(1− `)). Define δ := `(1− `)ε.
Now measure δ > 0 of agents have P = 1 and L = 0, and oppose markets.
Hence, the RHS of (4), (5) is

0 <

∫ ω

ω̂
ωidF (ωi, 0) ≤ δω.

Likewise, measure δ of agents (with P = 0 and L = 1) prefer markets. If
p = pL also agents with P =0 and L=0 prefer markets. The LHS of (4) is

∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1)+s

∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 0) ≥ δω + s(1− `− δ)ω.

Thus a sufficient condition for (4) is

δ <
s(1− `)

ω − (1− s)ω
,

which implies the statement for p = pL.
Let now p = pH . Then unskilled agents with P = 1 and L = 1 prefer

markets. The LHS of (4) is thus
∫ ω̂

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1) + (1−s)

∫ ω

ω̂
ω0

i dF (ωi, 1) ≥ δω + (1− s) (`− δ) ω̂.

A sufficient condition for (5) is therefore

δ <
(1− s)`

ω + (1− s)ω̂ − ω
.

11Note that under our assumptions on the agent space the space (I,B(I), µ), where B(I)

denotes the Borel sigma algebra on I, is a measure space and P and L are measurable

functions mapping I into {0; 1}. The distributions of P and L are thus given by GP (P =

X) = µ(i ∈ I : P (i) = X) and GL(L = X) = µ(i ∈ I : λ0
i = X).
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This asserts the statement in the proposition for p = pH . ¤

Hence, sufficiently strong correlation of land and power always ensures
that the market allocation is stable. Intuitively, landless agents with a pref-
erence for expropriation are weak, while the scarcer market side obtains rents
on the market and supports it. This is particularly interesting if one is con-
cerned about a dynamic setting, since the jungle concentrates land among
the powerful generating perfect correlation in next period’s endowments.

Moreover, equality of the power distribution may favor stability of mar-
kets. This is because more equality decreases the power of strong agents
without land and increases the power of weak agents with land. The effect
of more equality is less pronounced in a high price environment, since it also
decreases the power of unskilled strong landholders who support markets.

Proposition 4 (Inequality) Suppose that ω < ω̂, i.e. the distribution of
power is non-degenerate for ω ≤ ω̂, and expropriation is the only stable out-
come, (λE , 0) Â (λM , pM ). Then there is a redistribution of power from the
strong (ωi > ω̂) to the weak (ωi < ω̂) favoring stability of market allocations.

Proof: In Appendix.

The proof gives an example of such a redistribution of power by reducing
power uniformly and then redistributing over-proportionally to the weak,
while preserving the ranking of agents.

Finally, we are interested in whether equilibrium allocations satisfy a
minimum efficiency requirement, namely constrained Pareto efficiency.

Definition 5 A feasible allocation (λ, p) is constrained Pareto-efficient if
there is no other feasible allocation (λ′, p′) that Pareto-dominates (λ, p).

The use of the qualifier is indeed appropriate since constraining our at-
tention to feasible allocations imposes a non-transferability of utility, since
the strong cannot be compensated for not expropriating the weak. The next
proposition asserts that equilibrium allocations indeed satisfy constrained
Pareto efficiency.

Proposition 5 A stable allocation is constrained Pareto-efficient.

Proof: In Appendix.
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Intuitively, expropriation cannot lead to a Pareto improvement since
expropriated agents are not compensated. More interestingly, we show that
whenever markets could lead to a Pareto improvement on allocations from
coalitional expropriation this implies markets are stable. That is, a stable
allocation exploits all Pareto gains under the constraint that power is not
“traded” on the market.

3.4 Markets as the Unique Stable Outcome

Since the set of stable outcomes may not be a singleton, it is of interest which
circumstances imply that markets are not only a stable outcome but also the
only one. This occurs if the market allocation dominates all other feasible
allocations. This in turn is true if and only if – given parameters – markets
dominate the optimal coalitional expropriation to attack markets. Such
an optimal coalitional expropriation exists and is well-defined: a feasible
distribution of land λ′ that maximizes the difference between the power of
agents strictly preferring (λ′, 0) and the power of those strictly preferring a
market allocation. Then, if markets dominate (λ′, 0), markets also dominate
any other coalitional expropriation. The following lemma characterizes the
optimal coalitional expropriation.

Lemma 2 (Optimal Coalitional Expropriation) There is an optimal
coalitional expropriation (λ′, 0) characterized by

• if ` < s: λ′i =1 if ωi >ω̃ and λ0
i =0 or λ0

i =1 and θi =θH ,

• if ` > s: λ′i =1 if ωi >ω̃ and λ0
i =1 or λ0

i =0 and θi =θL, or if ωi >ω̃/2
and λi =0 and θi =θH ,

with ω̃ implicitly defined by µ(i ∈ I : λ′i = 1) = l ∨ ω̃ = 0.

Proof: In Appendix.

Intuitively, the optimal coalitional expropriation to attack markets as-
signs land to the agents that have the highest marginal contribution to the
deviating coalition’s power against market supporters. Hence, agents who
switch strict preference for markets to coalitional expropriation when bribed
with land are assigned double the weight of agents who switch to or from
indifference only. Agents whose preferences do not depend on whether they
obtain land are never assigned land. Figure 1 shows the optimal expropria-
tion for ` > s where λ′ is the land distribution under expropriation.
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Figure 1: Optimal coalitional expropriation when ` > s

A market allocation is the unique stable outcome if the market dominates
optimal coalitional expropriation, that is if

∫ ω̃

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1) + s

∫ ω̃/2

ω
ωidF (ωi, 0) >

∫ ω

ω̃
ωidF (ωi, 0) + s

∫ ω̃

ω̃/2
ωidF (ωi, 0), (6)

in case ` > s and therefore p = pL. Otherwise, if ` < s the condition is
∫ ω̃

ω
ωidF (ωi, 1) + (1− s)

∫ ω

ω̃
ωidF (ωi, 1) >

∫ ω

ω̃
ωidF (ωi, 0). (7)

Conditions (6) and (7) are versions of conditions (4) and (5). Closer inspec-
tion reveals that Proposition 3 can be generalized to state that a market al-
location is the unique stable outcome if the correlation of land and power is
sufficiently strong. Although a more elaborate redistribution may be needed
Proposition 4 generalizes in case ` > s, for ` < s an additional qualifier has
to require that s is sufficiently high. Proposition 5 remains unaffected.

4 Dynamic Setting

This section presents a dynamic version of the model introduced above. Each
generation of agents lives for a single period. In a given period t agents are
born and nature draws types, then land is assigned, finally production takes
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place and output is consumed, as outlined above. Each agent has a single
child. In absence of investment generations are linked by bequests of land
and intergenerational spill-overs of power and consumption. Since land does
not depreciate, parents leave their land to their offspring. The power of
an agent’s offspring is possibly determined both by the parent’s power and
consumption according to the law of motion

ωi,t+1 = αωi,t + βyi,t, (8)

where α, β ≥ 0. This setup is unconventional and merits some explanation.
The law of motion states that agents’ power is given by a fraction of their
parent’s power and consumption. The latter is consistent with warm glow
preferences. This allows for a number of interpretations. Power may be
thought of as wealth in the consumption good. Power may be viewed as a
physical characteristic that is at least partly acquired through early child-
hood investments through consumption, for instance health. Finally, when
power may be interpreted as social status of a dynasty acquired through
ancestors’ consumption. In all cases α reflects the persistence of power and
β measures the impact of parental consumption.

Finally, Proposition 2 ensures that always the jungle or the market is a
stable outcome of the static model. There may be multiple allocations in
the largest consistent set, however. In case of multiplicity we select the allo-
cation that is implied by the assignment mechanism generating the previous
period’s allocation. This means that the status quo assignment is selected
in case it can be justified as stable. Define a period equilibrium allocation
by the allocation of the status quo assignment mechanism if this is stable,
otherwise by the unique stable allocation.12

4.1 Transition Functions

Key to the model’s long run dynamics is the mapping of period t’s joint
distribution of land and power into period t + 1’s joint distribution of land
and power. This mapping is well defined since under our selection rule an
equilibrium allocation fully determines next period’s endowments through
the consumption spill-over and the bequest of land.

12To fully characterize the dynamics we set the jungle as the status quo in period 0.
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Allocation under Expropriation

Under expropriation the level of consumption is either θ2
i if ωi,t > ω̂t, or 1

otherwise. Power in period t + 1 is then

ωi,t+1 = αωi,t + β

{
θ2
i if ωi,t > ω̂i,t

1 if ωi,t < ω̂i,t.

Since land goes to the powerful, the land distribution in period t + 1 is

λi,t+1 =

{
1 if ωi,t ≥ ω̂i,t

0 if ωi,t < ω̂i,t.

Note that under expropriation ωi,t > ω̂i,t implies ωi,t+1 > ω̂i,t+1. Therefore
∫ ωt+1

ω̂t+1

ωidFt+1(ωi,t+1, 0) = 0.

By Proposition 3 an allocation under expropriation in period t implies sta-
bility of the market in t + 1. This is since in t the strongest agents get land
and higher income than expropriated agents. Hence, the power ranking is
preserved and the strongest agents’ offspring will be among the strongest in
t+1. Since they already hold land, there is no profit in expropriating again.
Moreover, a fraction 1− s of the strong agents’ offspring is unskilled in t+1
and prefers to sell their land on a market.

Spot Markets for Land when pt = pL

When pt = pL, skilled agents endowed with land have income θ2
H , skilled

agents without land earn θ2
H − (θ2

L − 1)/2, unskilled agents with land earn
(θ2

L + 1)/2 if they sell and θ2
L if they keep their land, and unskilled agents

without land earn (θ2
L + 1)/2 if they buy and 1 otherwise. Hence, power in

period t + 1 is

ωi,t+1 = αωi,t + β

{
θ2
H − (1− λ0

i,t)pL if θi,t = θH

(λ0
i,t − λi,t)pL + λi,t(θ2

L − 1) + 1 if θi,t = θL.

Derive now the land distribution in period t + 1. Landholders either obtain
land on the market or inherit it. For pt = pL land supply must exceed
demand by skilled agents, that is ` > s, and the market allocation assigns
land to all skilled agents and uniformly rations the excess supply among the
unskilled. An unskilled agent’s probability to obtain land on the market qL

t

is given by

qL
t =

`− s

1− s
.
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Since qL
t does not depend on t we drop the time subscript. λi,t+1 is given by

λi,t+1 =





1 if θi,t = θH{
1 with prob. qL

0 with prob. 1− qL
if θi,t = θL.

Hence, land is distributed randomly among the unskilled.

Spot Markets for Land when pt = pH

If the market price for land is pH , skilled agents endowed with land have
income (θ2

H + 1)/2 if they sell and θ2
H otherwise, while unskilled agents sell

their land earning (θ2
H + 1)/2. Skilled agents without land earn (θ2

H + 1)/2
if they buy and 1 otherwise, while unskilled agents without land earn 1.
Hence, in period t + 1 power is given by

ωi,t+1 = αωi,t + β

{
λi,tθ

2
H − (λi,t − λ0

i,t)pH + (1− λi,t) if θi,t = θH

λ0
i,tpH + 1 if θi,t = θL.

All unskilled agents sell their land on the market, while the skilled are indif-
ferent between selling and buying. pt = pH implies excess demand, that is
` < s, so land is rationed uniformly to the skilled. Denote a skilled agent’s
probability to obtain land on the market by qH

t .

qH
t =

`

s
.

Dropping again the time subscript and writing qH , λi,t+1 is given by

λi,t+1 =





0 if θi,t =θL{
1 with prob. qH

0 with prob. 1− qH
if θi,t =θH

This means that land is distributed randomly among the skilled.

5 Long Run Behavior

We are interested in the long run behavior of the economy depending on the
primitives and the initial distribution of land and power. In the following
we analyze two cases, (i) ` > s and (ii) ` < s.
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5.1 Case ` > s

If land is abundant, the spot market price for land is pL = (θ2
L − 1)/2 and

unskilled agents obtain land with probability qL, while skilled agents obtain
land with certainty. This induces a convenient independence of next period’s
land and power among descendants of unskilled agents.

In order to have sustainable markets, that is stable markets forever,
a stable market in period t must imply that a market is stable in t + 1.
Rewriting the market stability condition (4) yields (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0) in
t + 1 if and only if

(1−`)Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1) > (1−`)Et+1(ω|λ = 0)− s

∫ ω̂t+1

ωt+1

ωdFt+1(ω, 0). (9)

A stable market in t implies uniform rationing of land, so that

Et+1(ω|λ = 0) = αEt(ω) + β

(
1 +

`(θ2
L − 1)
2

)
. (10)

Under uniform rationing a fraction ` of agents with ωi,t ≤ ω̂t get land on
the market in period t, and the remainder does not. As agents with λi,t+1 =
0 had lowest income in t (1 or (θ2

L + 1)/2), their ranking in the power
distribution is preserved. This together with Ft(ω̂t) = (1−`) implies that

Ft+1(ω̂t+1, 0) ≥ (1−`)2. (11)

Expressions (10) and (11), and the law of motion (8) then yield a sufficient
condition for (λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0), part (i) of the next proposition.

Proposition 6 Suppose ` > s and a market is stable in period t. Then
(i) a market is stable in period t + 1 if

αEt(ω)− βs(1− `)
αEt(ω|ω < ω̂t)

≤ 1 + s(1− `).

(ii) A market is not stable in t + 1 if

αEt(ω) + β(1 + `(θ2
L−1)/2)

αEt(ω|ω<ω̂t) + β(s(θ2
H−θ2

L) + `θ2
L + (1−`) (θ2

L+1)/2)
> (1 + s).

Part (ii) of Proposition 6 gives a sufficient condition for stability of ex-
propriation, that is for the case when the inequality sign in (9) reverses.
Note that an inclusion argument holds, since aggregate power of all weak
agents must weakly exceed aggregate power of weak agents without land.

∫ ω̂t+1

ωt+1

ωdFt+1(ω, 0) ≤ (1− `)Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1). (12)
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This observation can be used to construct condition (ii) in Proposition 6
(see appendix for details).

Hence, there is always a sufficiently equal power distribution ensuring
that markets today imply markets tomorrow. Stability of markets in the
long run depends on whether markets induce more equal or unequal power
distributions over time. The next proposition states a condition such that,
if power inequality is sufficiently low in a period t0 for condition (i) above
to hold, markets are stable in every subsequent period. Otherwise stable
markets may alternate with expropriation in a limit cycle.

Proposition 7 Suppose ` > s. There is t0 < ∞ such that markets are
stable in every period t > t0, if condition (i) in Proposition 6 holds in t0 and

(1− s(1− `))`(θ2
L − 1) ≤ 2s(1− `)

(
1/α + s(θ2

H − θ2
L)

)
.

There is t0 < ∞ such that markets are not stable in every period t = t0 +2τ

and are stable in every period t = t0 + 1 + 2τ with τ = 0, 1, 2, ... if condition
(ii) in Proposition 6 holds in t0 and

sθ2
H(α2+α`−(1+s)) +

θ2
L

2
(α2 (`+s−1) + (1+s(1−`)))

> α2 1+`+s

2
+ α (s+`)− 1−s(1−`)

2
.

Proof: In Appendix.

Note that as α approaches zero both sufficient conditions for sustainable
markets hold. Therefore, given an arbitrary initial power inequality, when
α is small enough markets are sustainable. The sufficient conditions for
sustainable markets relax in s and θH , and tighten in ` and θL. That is,
sustainable markets become more likely as ` or s adjusts to reduce mismatch
of demand and supply on the land market (`− s).

5.2 Case ` < s

If land is scarce the market price for land is pH = (θ2
H − 1)/2 and land

is rationed uniformly to the skilled. That is, skilled agents obtain land
with probability qH , while the unskilled do not obtain land. Again we are
interested in whether a stable market in period t implies that a market is
stable in period t + 1. Rewriting the market stability condition (5) yields
(λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0) in t + 1 if and only if

`Et+1(ω|λ = 1) > `Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1)− (1− s)
∫ ωt+1

ω̂t+1

ωdFt+1(ω, 1). (13)
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As above uniform rationing and independence of skill and power can be
exploited to to derive sufficient and necessary conditions for stability of
markets in t + 1.

Proposition 8 Suppose ` < s and a market is stable in period t. Then a
market is stable in period t + 1 if

αEt(ω) + β
(
`(θ2

H − 1)/2 + 1
)

αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t)
> 1− (1− s)`.

A market is not stable in t + 1 if

αEt(ω) + β
(
(1 + (1−s)`)(θ2

H − 1)/2
)

αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t)
< s.

Proof: In Appendix.

Again there is always a sufficiently equal power distribution in t to ensure
stable market in t + 1. The next proposition states sufficient and necessary
conditions such that stability of a market or expropriation in Proposition 8
in fact carries over to the limit behavior.

Proposition 9 Suppose ` < s. There is t0 < ∞ such that markets are
stable in every period t > t0, if condition (i) in Proposition 8 holds in t0 and

(1− s)`(1 + `
θ2
H − 1

2
) ≥ α(1− (2− s)`)

θ2
H − 1

2
.

There is t0 < ∞ such that markets are not stable in every period t = t0 +2τ

and are stable in every period t = t0 + 1 + 2τ with τ = 0, 1, 2, ... if condition
(ii) in Proposition 8 holds in t0 and

(1+(1−s)`) (θ2
H−1)/2 + α

(
1−s− (s−`)(sθ2

H +(1−s)θ2
L)

)

< α2
(
(1−`)(θ2

H−1)/2− (1−s)
)
.

Proof: In Appendix.

Also in case ` < s sufficient conditions for sustainable markets hold if
persistence of power α is small enough. Both sufficient and necessary condi-
tions for sustainable markets tighten in s and relax in `, so that adjusting s

or ` to reduce mismatch of demand and supply s− ` favors stability of mar-
kets. Interestingly, while there is always a sufficiently high return to skill,
that is high θH , to ensure that stable markets imply stable markets, this is
not the case for the long run (when condition (i) is satisfied with equality,
it tightens in θH). This is because high return to skill also induces high
income inequality between landholders and those without land endowment
which translates into high power inequality in the medium run.
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6 Stability of Markets

An immediate implication of the results stated in Propositions 6 - 9 is that
benefits of more equal power distributions may be short-lived. Indeed the
distribution of rents on a land market, which depends on technology and
relative scarcity, may cancel effects of initial equality over time.

Corollary 1 While there is always a sufficiently equal power distribution
in t0, so that a stable market in t0 implies that a market is stable in t0 + 1,
there may not be a sufficiently equal power distribution in t0 to ensure that
markets are sustainable.

Hence, inducing equal power distributions may not suffice ensure sus-
tainable markets.

6.1 Persistent Elites

Our next concern is intergenerational social mobility. When markets are sus-
tainable independent draws of skill ensure that rents are distributed equally
in the long run. This need not be the case when the economy alternates
between market and expropriation. Indeed elites may be persistent, that is
offspring of agents who are strong today will be strong for all future gener-
ations. This is ensured if landowners obtain a sufficiently high share of the
rents when a market is stable.

Proposition 10 Elites are persistent, i.e. for all i, j ∈ I ωi,t > ω̂t > ωj,t

implies ωi,t+2 > ω̂t+2 > ωj,t+2, if markets and expropriation alternate for
all t and either (i) ` < s, or (ii) ` > s and (1 + α)θ2

L > θ2
H + α.

Proof: Let t denote a period when markets are unstable. Choose i, j ∈ I so
that ωi,t > ω̂t > ωj,t. Expropriation in t implies ωi,t+1 ≥ αωi,t + βθL and
ωj,t+1 = αωi,t + β. In period t + 1 markets must be stable so that

ωi,t+2 ≥ αωi,t+1 + β

{
(θ2

L + 1)/2 if s < `

(θ2
H + 1)/2 if s > `

and

ωj,t+2 ≤ αωi,t+1 + β

{
θ2
H − (θ2

L − 1)/2 if s < `

(θ2
H + 1)/2 if s > `

Clearly, ωi,t+2 > ω̂t+2 > ωj,t+2 if ωi,t+2 > ωj,t+2 for all i, j ∈ I with ωi,t >

ω̂t > ωj,t. Using the expressions for ωi,t+1 and ωj,t+1 from above ωi,t+2 >
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ωj,t+2 if

α2ωi,t + αβθ2
L + β

θ2
L + 1
2

> α2ωj,t + αβ + β

(
θ2
H − θ2

L − 1
2

)
if s < `,

α2ωi,t + αβθ2
L + β

θ2
H + 1

2
> α2ωj,t + αβ + β

θ2
H + 1

2
if s > `.

This establishes the statement. ¤

6.2 Output Fluctuations and Growth

Turn now to the dynamic behavior of output. When a market is stable in
period t, output is

yM
t = 1 +

{
s(θ2

H − θ2
L) + `(θ2

L − 1) if s < `

`(θ2
H − 1) if s > `

When expropriation is stable in period t, output is independent of whether
land is scarce and given by

yE
t = 1 + s`(θ2

H − θ2
L) + `(θ2

L − 1).

Clearly, yM
t > yE

t . Therefore inequality in endowments and income is linked
to output efficiency and fluctuations through the assignment of land. Mea-
sure the volatility of output in periods t = t0 +1, t0 +2, ... by var(yt−yt−1).
Then a simple comparative statics exercise on the conditions in Propositions
6 - 9 implies the next statement.

Corollary 2 (Output Fluctuations) Lower output volatility in periods
t0 + 1, t0 + 2, ... is favored by
(i) less inequality of power in period t0,
(ii) low persistence of power α,
(iii) less mismatch of demand and supply, that is lower (higher) s and higher
(lower) ` if s > ` (` < s),
(iv) and higher (lower) return to high (low) skill θH (θL) if ` > s.

That is, higher initial inequality in power and less return to skill tend
to accompany more volatile and – on average – lower output. This connects
well to some case evidence.

The effect of returns to skill seems consistent with the account of Rajan
and Zingales (2003) on the raise of the gentry in medieval England.

Initial inequality as an agent for unstable markets appears consistent
with the observation that plantation economies tend to fare worse among
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economies with similar colonial heritage (Engerman and Sokoloff, 2006). Fol-
lowing this line of investigation Henry and Miller (2008) point to the different
growth paths experienced after independence by Barbados and Jamaica de-
spite a very similar colonial history and geographic conditions. This model
is consistent with the fact that Barbados vastly outperformed Jamaica after
independence since initial inequality was much higher in Jamaica (taking
data from Deininger and Squire, 1996).

Finally, consider the differing postwar growth experiences of Malaysia,
South Korea and Philippines mirroring the example provided in Bénabou
(1996). Our model is consistent with lower initial inequality and superior
growth performance of South Korea. Note that the mode of rent appropri-
ation in Malaysia and Philippines is strikingly different, though both are
consistent with the present framework. Whereas expropriation occurs by
discrimination in education and market access sanctioned by the legal code
in Malaysia, in the Philippines violent expropriation is frequent adding the
waste of resources in conflict to the economic cost.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented a simple framework where economic outcomes are determined
by robustness to coalitional deviations of agents. This serves to include
an institutional constraint on the economic allocation on an abstract level
as a condition on the primitives of the model. The choice of modeling
approach seems instructive as it generates a rich set of outcomes despite its
simplicity. A subset of the model’s results, such as persistent elites, have
already been generated in less abstract frameworks. This indicates that
our approach to embed institutional quality connects well to the existing
literature. Moreover, we find that static stability of market allocations is
favored by both more equal endowment distributions and higher congruence
of land and power. Long run stability of market allocations becomes more
likely as initial period power inequality decreases, and ` and h adjust to
decrease the mismatch between market demand and supply.

The present approach willingly gives up complexity to achieve mathe-
matical tractability. Yet, given the results, a number of issues come to mind
that future research may successfully pursue with an ultimate aim of further-
ing the analysis of stability of markets under the shadow of expropriation.

Here we consider only spot markets for land. An immediate extension
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is to incorporate other arrangements by allowing for e.g. sharecropping. If
tenants and landlords negotiate sharecropping contracts on a market, the
rent distribution sharecropping coincides with the one on a land market. Due
to the partnership problem effort is under-provided under sharecropping, so
that a market dominates sharecropping. Nevertheless sharecropping may be
a stable allocation if the largest consistent set is not a singleton, and our
results can be used to generate predictions on its incidence.

Furthermore it may be desirable to consider market stability within a
full-blown endogenous growth model. Modeling investment choice allows
to explore its interaction with market stability may be and endogenizes the
mismatch of demand and supply on the market. This may cause only certain
paths of investment behavior to be consistent with sustainable markets.

A third extension that looks fruitful consists in enriching the model by
allowing for ethnic groups such that collective action is less costly among
agents of the same ethnicity. This may yield another set of testable predic-
tions linking market outcomes to the degree of ethnic fractionalization.

Another promising approach extends the set of feasible contracts to in-
clude spot, debt, future and contingent contracts and thus allows for the
development of a state of anarchy into full Arrow-Debreu markets. This
yields a number of potentially interesting strategic considerations. For in-
stance, stability of debt contracts will face a trade-off between an increase in
demand this period due to relaxing budget constraints and higher incentives
to expropriate due to the existence of a spot market next period.

A Mathematical Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

Start by noting that
∫
i∈C(λ) ωidi−∫

j∈C′(λ) ωjdj is continuous in (λi)i∈I when
C(λ) = {i ∈ I : v(λ0

i , θi, λi, 0) > v(λ0
i , θi, λ

M
i , pM )} and C ′(λ) = {i ∈

I : v(λ0
i , θi, λi, 0) < v(λ0

i , θi, λ
M
i , pM )}. Hence, (λX , 0) Â (λM , pM ) and

(λM , pM ) Â (λE , 0) implies by the intermediate value theorem that there
exists a non-empty set K of feasible allocations such that

∫
i∈C(λK) ωidi −∫

j∈C′(λK) ωjdj = 0 for all (λK , 0) ∈ K.
For any (λX , 0) ∈ X define the measure of landowners’ power by PL(λ) =∫

i∈I:λi=1 ωidi. Note that PL(λ) > PL(λ′) implies (λ, 0) Â (λ′, 0). Define
an allocation (λ∗, 0) = arg max(λ,0)∈K PL(λ). Then a revealed preference
argument validates that PL(λ∗) > PL(λX) for all (λX , 0) ∈ X since the
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constraint induced by (λX , 0) Â (λM , pM ) must be binding as (λM , pM ) Â
(λE , 0) (implying there exist some weak agents in all allocations in X that
are assigned land) holds. ¤

Proof of Proposition 4

The proof constructs a power redistribution that decreases the difference
RHS - LHS of the relevant condition in (4), (5). Choose τ > 0 and let ω′

be the power distribution after redistributing. Set ω′i = (1− τ)ωi if ωi ≥ ω̂,
and set ω′j for j ∈ I : ωj < ω̂ such that ω′j ≤ (1− τ)ω̂ and

∫

j∈I:ωj<ω̂
ω′jdj =

∫

j∈I:ωj<ω̂
ωjdj + τ

∫

j∈I:ωj>ω̂
ωjdj (14)

Since µ(j ∈ I : ωj < ω̂) > 0 by assumption, there is τ sufficiently small
to satisfy (14). This decreases all agents’ power at rate τ and redistributes
the proceeds τ among the weakest, while preserving agents’ position with
respect to ω̂. The change in the RHS of (4), (5) is thus

∆RHS = −τ

∫ ω

ω̂
ωdF (ω, λ0 = 0).

By Proposition 3 ∆RHS < 0 as (λE , 0) Â (λM , pM ). The change of the
LHS depends on p.

Let first p = pL. Then it the change in the LHS of (4) is positive,
∆LHS > 0, since θ is independent of ω and λ. Thus ∆LHS −∆RHS > 0.

In case p = pH the change of the LHS of (5) satisfies

∆LHS ≥ −τ(1− s)
∫ ω

ω̂
ωdF (ω, 1).

Since (λE , 0) Â (λM , pM ),

(1− s)
∫ ω

ω̂
ωdF (ω, 1) <

∫ ω

ω̂
ωdF (ω, 0),

so that ∆LHS −∆RHS > 0. Another redistribution of power that can be
used is one where ω′i = (1− τ)ωi + T and T = τ

∫ ω
ω ωdF (ω). ¤

Proof of Proposition 5

Let (λ∗, p∗) denote a stable allocation. We show that there does not exist any
feasible allocation (λ′, p′) 6= (λ∗, p∗) with v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, p

′) ≥ v(λ0
i , θi, λ

∗
i , p

∗) for
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all i ∈ I with at least one strict inequality. (λ∗, p∗) may be induced by a
market or by coalitional expropriation.
(i) Suppose first (λ∗, 0) is a spot market allocation. Hence, v(λ0

i , θi, λ
∗
i , p

∗) ≥
v(λ0

i , θi, λ
0
i , 0) for all i ∈ I. For any coalitional expropriation (λ′, 0) it must

hold that either v(λ0
i , θi, λ

0
i , 0) = v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, 0) for all i ∈ I or v(λ0

i , θi, λ
0
i , 0) >

v(λ0
i , θi, λ

′
i, 0) for some i ∈ I. This implies that stable market allocations

are constrained Pareto efficient.
(ii) Suppose now p∗ = 0. That is, (λ∗, 0) results from coalitional expro-
priation. Consider a market allocation (λM , pM ). Since pM > 0, (λ∗, 0) 6=
(λM , pM ) which implies that v(λ0

i , θi, λ
∗
i , 0) > v(λ0

i , θi, λ
M
i , pM ) for i ∈ I

with λ∗i = 1, λ0
i = 0. If there are such agents then a move to the market

allocation is no Pareto improvement. Suppose the contrary, i.e. there does
not exist i ∈ I with λ∗i = 1, λ0

i = 0. Then λ∗ = λ0, that is λ0
i = 1 if ωi > ω̂

and λ0
i = 0 if ωi < ω̂t. But this implies that either λ∗ = λ′ or, if not, by

Proposition 3 that (λM , ωM ) is stable with respect to all other feasible allo-
cations and that therefore (λ∗, ω∗) is not a stable allocation, a contradiction.
Hence, (λM , pM ) does not Pareto dominate the stable allocation (λ∗, 0).

Consider now a move to another allocation implied by coalitional expro-
priation, (λ′, 0) 6= (λ∗, 0). Then v(λ0

i , θi, λ
∗
i , 0) > v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, 0) for i ∈ I

with λ∗i = 1, λ′i = 0. Since (λ′, 0) 6= (λ∗, 0) implies existence of such agents
(λ′, 0) does not Pareto dominate (λ∗, 0). Therefore also stable allocations
under coalitional expropriation are constrained Pareto efficient. ¤

Proof of Lemma 2

Note that v(λ0
i , θi, λ

M
i , pM ) < v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, 0) if and only if λ′i = 1 and λ0

i = 0.
v(λ0

i , θi, λ
M
i , pM ) > v(λ0

i , θi, λ
′
i, 0) if and only if λ′i = 0 and λ0

i = 1, or λ′i = 0
and λ0

i = 0 but p < (θ2
i − 1)/2, or λ′i = 1 and λ0

i = 1 but p > (θ2
i − 1)/2.

Define accordingly the coalitions of winners and losers

C = {i ∈ I : λ′i <λ0
i =1} ∪ {i ∈ I : λ′i =λ0

i =0 ∧ p<(θ2
i −1)/2}

∪{i ∈ I : λ′i =λ0
i =1 ∧ p>(θ2

i −1)/2},
C ′ = {i ∈ I : λ′>λ0

i }.

Markets dominate a coalitional expropriation (λ′, 0) if and only if
∫

i∈C
ωidi ≥

∫

i∈C′
ωidi.
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The optimal coalitional expropriation λ′ then solves

max
λ′:λi∈{0;1}

(∫

i∈C′
ωidi−

∫

i∈C
ωidi

)
s.t.

∫

i∈I
λ′idi = `.

Agent i’s marginal contribution to the objective function ∆(i) of receiving
land λ′i = 1 (as opposed to λ′i = 0) is

∆(i) =





0 if i ∈ C for λ′i = 0, λ′i = 1
0 if i ∈ C ′ for λ′i = 0, λ′i = 1
ωi if i ∈ C for λ′ = 0, i /∈ C ′, i /∈ C for λ′i = 1
ωi if i /∈ C, i /∈ C ′ for λ′ = 0, i ∈ C ′ for λ′i = 1
2ωi if i ∈ C for λ′ = 0, i ∈ C ′ for λ′i = 1

All other cases can be excluded. Since the constraint binds with equality
for the optimal coalitional expropriation λ′i = 1 if ∆(i) > ω̃, with ω̃ : µ(i ∈
I : ∆(i) ≥ ω̃) = l ∨ ω̃ = 0. Conditioning on scarcity of land the statement
in the lemma follows. ¤

Omitted Details for Proposition 6

Suppose markets were stable in period t. For the sufficient condition for
stable markets in t + 1, use (10) and (11) on (9) to obtain

αEt(ω)+β(1+`(θ2
L−1)/2) ≤ Et+1(ω|ω<ω̂t+1)+s(1−`)Et+1(ω|ω<ω̂t+1, λ=0).

Note that since markets are stable in t

Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1) ≥ αEt(ω|ω < ω̂t) + β(1 + `(θ2
L − 1)/2) and

Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1, λ = 0) ≥ αEt(ω|ω < ω̂t) + β,

since aggregate power of the weak in t + 1 weakly exceeds aggregate power
of the weak in t plus the aggregate income of unskilled agents without land
endowment in t. This bounds below aggregate income under markets of any
set of agents with positive measure. The second inequality follows as 1 is a
general lower bound on income. Combining the above expressions yields

αEt(ω)− βs(1− `)) ≤ (1 + s(1− `))(αEt(ω|ω < ω̂t)).

For a sufficient condition for expropriation in period t+1 note first that
a sufficient condition implied by using (10) and (12) on (9) is

(1 + s)Et+1(ω|ω<ω̂t+1) ≤ αEt(ω) + β(1 + `(θ2
L − 1)/2).
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Stability of markets in period t implies

Et+1(ω|ω<ω̂t+1) ≤ αEt(ω|ω<ω̂t)+β

(
s(θ2

H−θ2
L)+`θ2

L+(1−`)
θ2
L+1
2

)
. (15)

The reasoning is similar to above: aggregate power of the weak in t + 1
cannot be greater than aggregate power of the weak in t plus the aggregate
income of an average agent who holds land in t. Using (10) and (15) yields
a sufficient condition for (9) to hold with the reverse inequality sign:

αEt(ω) + β(1 + `(θ2
L−1)/2)

αEt(ω|ω<ω̂t) + β(s(θ2
H−θ2

L) + `θ2
L + (1−`) (θ2

L+1)/2)
> (1 + s).

This establishes the proposition. ¤

Proof of Proposition 7

Start with the sufficient condition in Proposition 6. Stability of a market in
t implies that

Et+1(ω) = αEt(ω) + β(s(θ2
H − θ2

L) + `(θ2
L − 1) + 1) and

Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1) ≥ αEt(ω < ω̂t) + β(s(θ2
H − θ2

L) + `(θ2
L − 1)/2 + 1).

The latter follows since landholders have higher income under markets.
Moreover, by assumption

αEt(ω|ω < ω̂t) ≥ αEt(ω)− βs(1− `)
1 + s(1− `)

. (16)

Markets in t + 2 are stable if

αEt+1(ω)− βs(1− `) ≤ (1 + s(1− `))(αEt+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1)).

This is implied by

αEt(ω) + β(s(θ2
H − θ2

L) + `(θ2
L − 1) + 1)− β

α
s(1− `)

≤ (1 + s(1− `))
[
αEt(ω < ω̂t) + β(s(θ2

H − θ2
L) + `

θ2
L − 1
2

+ 1)
]

,

which, using (16) is implied by

(1− s(1− `))`(θ2
L − 1) ≤ 2s(1− `)

(
1/α + s(θ2

H − θ2
L)

)
.

Turn now to the necessary condition in Proposition 6 supposing expro-
priation is stable in t + 1 which in turn implies that a market is stable in
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t + 2. Expropriation is stable in period t + 3 if

αEt+2(ω) + β(1 + `(θ2
L − 1)/2)

> (1+s)(αEt+2(ω|ω<ω̂t+2) + β(s(θ2
H−θ2

L)+
1+`

2
(θ2

L−1)+1)). (17)

Stability of expropriation in t + 1 implies that

Et+2(ω) = αEt+1(ω) + β(`sθ2
H + `(1− s)θ2

L + (1− `)), and

Et+2(ω|ω < ω̂t+2) = αEt+1(ω < ω̂t+1) + β.

As above, stability of a market in t implies that

Et+1(ω) = αEt(ω) + β(s(θ2
H − θ2

L) + `(θ2
L − 1) + 1) and

Et+1(ω|ω < ω̂t+1) ≤ αEt(ω < ω̂t) + β(s(θ2
H − θ2

L) + `
θ2
L − 1
2

+ 1).

The latter follows since landholders have higher income under markets. By
assumption of the proposition

αEt(ω|ω<ω̂t)<
αEt(ω)+β( `

2(θ2
L−1)+1)

1+s
−β(s(θ2

H−θ2
L)+

1+`

2
(θ2

L−1)+1).

Using these expressions on (17), a sufficient condition for expropriation in
t + 3 is given by

sθ2
H(α2+α`−(1+s)) +

θ2
L

2
(α2 (`+s−1) + (1+s(1−`)))

> α2 1+`+s

2
+ α (s+`)− 1−s(1−`)

2
.

This establishes the proposition. ¤

Proof of Proposition 8

Because of uniform rationing and independence of skill, and land and power,
respectively, the marginal distributions in t + 1 can be expressed as

Ft+1(ω, 1) = sqH

[
Ft

(
ω − β(pH + 1)

α
, 0

)
+ Ft

(
ω − β(2pH + 1)

α
, 1

)]
,

Ft+1(ω, 0) = (1− sqH)
[
Ft

(
ω − β

α
, 0

)
+ Ft

(
ω − β(pH + 1)

α
, 1

)]
. (18)

Since independent of stability of markets at least a share ` of last period’s
strongest agents obtained land, because of (18) these agents are among the
strongest ` agents in t + 1 as well. Therefore

`− Ft+1(ω̂t+1, 1) > `2,
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Hence, ∫ ωt+1

ω̂t+1

ωdFt+1(ω, 1) > `2Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1, λ = 1).

Therefore a sufficient condition for (13) is

Et+1(ω|λ=1) > Et+1(ω|ω>ω̂t+1)− (1− s)`Et+1(ω|ω>ω̂t+1, λ=1). (19)

By independence of skill, and land and power, because of rationing,

Et+1(ω|λ = 1) = αEt(ω) + β

(
`θ2

H + (1− `)
θ2
H + 1

2

)
. (20)

Turning to the RHS of (19) note that

Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1) < αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t) + β

(
`θ2

H + (1− `)
θ2
H + 1

2

)
.

Note that

Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1, λ = 1) > αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t) + β
(
`(θ2

H + 1)/2 + (1− `)
)
,

as strong landholders’ aggregate power is at least strong agents’ aggregate
power in the last period plus the expected income of an agent without land.
Hence, a sufficient condition for stability markets in t + 1 (13) is

αEt(ω) + β(1− s)`
(
`(θ2

H − 1)/2 + 1
)

αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t)
> 1− (1− s)`.

Turn now to a sufficient condition for stability of expropriation, that is
for (13) with a reversed inequality sign. By an inclusion argument

∫ ωt+1

ω̂t+1

ωdFt+1(ω, 1) <

∫ ωt+1

ω̂t+1

ωdFt+1(ω) = `Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1).

Hence, a sufficient condition for a reversed (13) is

Et+1(ω|λ = 1) < sEt+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1).

Markets were stable in t, so that

Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1) > αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t) + β

(
`
θ2
H − 1

2
+ 1)

)
,

since land buyers get lowest income. Hence, using (20), a sufficient condition
for stable expropriation in t + 1, i.e. a reversed (13), is

αEt(ω) + β(1 + (1−s)`)(θ2
H − 1)/2

αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t)
< s.

This establishes the proposition. ¤
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Proof of Proposition 9

Start with the sufficient condition in Proposition 8. Stability of a market in
t implies that

Et+1(ω) = αEt(ω) + β(`(θ2
H − 1) + 1) and

Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1) ≤ αEt(ω > ω̂t) + β(`θ2
H + (1− `)(θ2

H + 1)/2).

Analogously to the case ` > s the latter follows since skilled landholders
have highest income under markets. By assumption markets are stable in
t + 1,

(1− (1− s)`)αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t) ≤ αEt(ω) + β(1− s)`(`(θ2
H − 1)/2 + 1). (21)

In t + 1 markets are stable if

αEt+1(ω)+β(1−s)`(`(θ2
H−1)/2+1) ≥ (1−(1−s)`)αEt+1(ω|ω>ω̂t+1).

This is implied by

α2Et(ω) + αβ(`(θ2
H − 1) + 1) + β(1− s)`(`(θ2

H − 1)/2 + 1)

≥ (1− (1− s)`)
[
α2Et(ω > ω̂t) + αβ(`θ2

H + (1− `)
θ2
H + 1

2
)
]

,

which, using (21) is implied by

(1− s)`(1 + `
θ2
H − 1

2
) ≥ α(1− `− (1− s)`)

θ2
H − 1

2
.

Turn now to the necessary condition in Proposition 8 supposing expro-
priation is stable in t + 1 which in turn implies that a market is stable in
t + 2. Expropriation is stable in period t + 3 if

αEt+2(ω) + β(1 + (1−s)`)(θ2
H − 1)/2 < sαEt+2(ω|ω > ω̂t+2). (22)

By assumption of the proposition expropriation is stable in t + 1,

αEt(ω) + β(1 + (1−s)`)(θ2
H − 1)/2 < sαEt(ω|ω > ω̂t).

Stability of expropriation in t + 1 implies that

Et+2(ω) = αEt+1(ω) + β(`sθ2
H + `(1− s)θ2

L + (1− `)), and

Et+2(ω|ω > ω̂t+2) = αEt+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1) + β(sθ2
H + (1− s)θ2

L).
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As above stable markets in t imply that

Et+1(ω) = αEt(ω) + β(`(θ2
H − 1) + 1) and

Et+1(ω|ω > ω̂t+1) ≥ αEt(ω|ω > ω̂t) + β(`(θ2
H − 1)/2 + 1).

The latter follows again since skilled landholders have highest income under
markets. Using these expressions on (22), a sufficient condition for expro-
priation in t + 3 is given by

(1 + (1− s)`)
θ2
H − 1

2
+ α

(
1− s− (s− `)(sθ2

H + (1− s)θ2
L

)
)

< α2

(
(1− `)

θ2
H − 1

2
− (1− s)

)
.

This establishes the proposition. ¤
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Not for Publication: Sharecropping

Short of selling their land, land holders may have the possibility to offer the
use of their land to tenants in exchange for a share of the output. This is
known as sharecropping, but applies more generally to partnerships. Sup-
pose landlord and tenant agree on a sharing rule t where t is the share of
output that goes to the tenant. The tenant’s effort choice solves

max
ei

tθiei − e2
i

2
,

that is ei = tθi and output y = tθ2
i . Individual rationality requires t2θ2

i /2 >

1/2 for the tenant, and (1 − t)tθ2
i + 1/2 > θ2

j /2 for the landlord j. This
already implies θi > θj , so that individual rationality is equivalent to

t >
1

θH
and s <

1
2

(
1 +

√
1− θ2

L − 1
θ2
H

)
.

Surplus from this arrangement is t(1− t/2)θ2
H +1/2 which is less than under

an exchange of ownership. The same holds for output.
If there is a market for sharecropping contracts the sharing rule t is

determined by scarcity. Low skilled agents with land form the supply of
landlords and high skilled agents without land are potential tenants forming
the demand for sharecropping arrangements. Hence, if s > `, that is s(1 −
`) > (1 − s)`, landlords are scarce and t must make tenants indifferent
between sharecropping and subsistence. If s < ` landlords are abundant
and, in order to equate demand and supply, must be indifferent between
sharecropping and working their land on their own. That is,

t =





tH = 1
2

(
1 +

√
1− θ2

L−1

θ2
H

)
if s < `

tL = 1
θH

if s > `.

Corresponding payoffs are t2θ2
H/2 for the tenant and (1 − t)tθ2

H + 1/2 for
the landlord. Under markets for land payoffs are θ2

H/2 − p for the tenant
and p + 1/2 for the landlord. Clearly, both landlords and tenant prefer
a spot market so that markets dominate sharecropping. This is, however,
not sufficient to rule out sharecropping as a stable outcome. Since the
sharing of rents (although not their size) is the same under markets and
sharecropping, the largest consistent set may contain allocations implied by
markets, expropriation, and sharecropping, and as a deterrent, a coalitional
expropriation (λ∗, 0) as defined in Lemma 1. Hence, the results in section
3.4 can be used to generate predictions on the incidence of sharecropping.
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